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COUNTYWIDE BIKE SHARE SYSTEM FOR COMMUTERS IN LOS ANGELES 

GIS STUDY ON PROPOSED STATIONS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Los Angeles has an auto-centric culture. Those interested in modes other than driving personal vehicles 
are faced with alternatives that entail longer commutes, potentially unsafe conditions and multiple 
travel modes. Multimodal transit rides are affected by untimely transfers, lengthy layovers, and first last 
mile complications. Those cycling to work confront auto-prioritized roads with less than sufficient bike 
lanes. Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) is actively working to counteract 
these first last mile complications as described in Metro’s First Last Mile Strategic Plan: 

“An individual’s ‘trip’ is understood as the entire journey between origin 
to destination. Individuals may utilize a number of modes of transport 
to complete the journey; they may walk, drive, ride a bicycle, take a 
train, or in many cases combine a number of modes. Public 
transportation agencies typically provide bus and rail type services that 
may frame the core of such trips, but users must complete the first and 
last portion on their own; they must first walk, drive or roll themselves 
to the nearest station. This is referred to the ‘first-last mile’ of the user’s 
trip. Though the streets and infrastructure that comprise the first last 
mile fall outside the boundaries of Metro’s jurisdiction and control, they 
remain critical components of an effective public transportation system. 
Simply put, all Metro riders must contend with the first-last mile 
challenge, and the easier it is to access the system, the more likely 
people are to use it” (Metro, 2013).  

Bike share programs have the potential to limit the setbacks of those seeking a non-personal vehicle 
travel mode by solving first last mile complications, situating cyclists on existing bike lanes and 
ultimately working towards shifting the auto-centric culture of Los Angeles into a multi-modal system. 

Progression towards implementing bike share programs in Los Angeles has been hindered by 
bureaucratic processes. Metro board-driven initiatives have called for a publicly facilitated countywide 
system since 2011, but issues with public-private partnerships and advertising contracts have resulted in 
continuous delays (Metro2, 2011; Broverman, 2013). Metro has, as of now, designated a viable private 
partnership and is in the process of receiving a second round of public input on potential bike share 
stations (Ghazarian, 2014). With the goal of implementing successful first last mile solutions before the 
completion of Expo line extension, barring any setbacks, the City of Santa Monica will predate the 
countywide system with the first large scale system in Los Angeles in 2015 (Fitzpatrick, 2014). At this 
rate, Metro will install stations as early as 2016. This study investigates an aspect of implementing a 
countywide system by identifying 605 proposed bike share stations throughout Los Angeles County.  

 

HISTORY 

Other cities around the world provide models for inserting bike share programs into the transportation 
system. The first known bike share model occurred in Amsterdam as early as 1968 (Lebetkin, 2013). 
Following that, others such as Copenhagen, Denmark and Rennes, France were pioneers in widespread 
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bike share systems (Lebetkin, 2013).  According to one source, today, there are “553 bike share 
programs in operation worldwide and another 193 in planning or under construction” (Lebetkin, 2013).  

 

Image Courtesy of bikesharingworld.com 

As shown in the image above, bike share programs are scattered all across the United States. In the 
above image, question marks stand for in planning, red caution signs for discontinued, and green cyclists 
for functioning. The map shows an unexpectedly large number of programs in varying stages throughout 
the United States. Stand out systems operate in Minneapolis, Phoenix (on November 25th of this year), 
Washington DC, New York, San Francisco and Chicago, among others (Gardiner, 2014). 

Issues of safety have come up in the New York systems. Current development includes a heightened 
focus on ensuring that along with the expansion of bike share stations comes the expansion of bike 
lanes (Miller, 2014). Of particular concern regarding safety is the 42% rise in hit-and-run accidents 
involving bicyclists since 2002 (Emamdjomeh et al., 2014). All existing and planned systems must take 
into consideration any policy and infrastructural changes necessary to safe bike sharing.  

Minneapolis in particular has seen great success from bike sharing. Surveys from this model system 
reveal some necessary criteria to introducing a successful bike sharing system. Results show that 77% of 
riders already own a bike, 66% of riders have at least one car for their household, 89% use the system 
for transportation, 38% of riders use the system for commuting (the highest use), and 38% of riders say 
that if they had not used the system they would have walked to their destination instead (highest 
alternative mode) (Nice Ride, 2010).  Looking at the successes and concerns of these existing projects is 
necessary to informing the criteria for identifying potentially successful bike share locations in Los 
Angeles County.  
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DATA 

Criteria 

Significant guidance on data selection was derived from Metro Bike Share Concept Report/Strategy from 
a 2012 board meeting. Within this document, Metro defined a few different parameters for discussing 
placement of bike share stations: “on wide sidewalk or road beds, at/near train or bus stations, 28-30 
stations per square mile, near major destinations or tourist attractions, at major public spaces and 
parks, along existing/proposed bike lanes/routes when possible” (Metro2, 2012). From the above list, 
this paper’s study includes: at or near rail stations, 28-30 stations per square mile, and along existing 
bike lanes.  

Another resource in determining data sources was the 1997 survey of North American Bicycle 
Commuters. The results of this survey profiled the average North American bike commuter as a 39 year-
old professional male earning greater than $45,000. The survey also showed that car ownership was not 
a factor for whether or not someone would commute to work by bike. For this reason, the study 
includes station selection based on age demographics.  

Other factors included in this study as points of reference for station placement, but not directly as data 
sets were derived from the aforementioned Minneapolis bike share station survey. This survey showed 
that bike ownership is not a factor for riders, the highest percent of riders ride for commuting purposes, 
and most of the trips taken are otherwise walkable (Nice Ride, 2010). From existing bike share projects 
and studies the following criteria have been developed for this study. 

Stations should be: 

● along existing bike lanes. 
● near existing rail and bus stations. 
● within census tract areas with high percentage of walking and public transit commuters. 
● within census tract areas with high percentage of people between ages 25-54. 

Layering Data 

Most of the data utilized in this study were publicly available through the City of Los Angeles data portal, 
Metro data portal and American Community Survey (ACS) via Social-Explorer. The City of Los Angeles 
data portal was the most useful for accumulating data directly or finding links to other portals. The ACS 
survey results for modes of transportation and ages of the population were retrieved from the Social-
Explorer database and joined with the census tract data from the American FactFinder database. Metro 
bus and rail station shapefiles were retrieved from the Metro website and then layered with the census 
tracts. Finally, bike lane shapefiles were available from a few different sources, but the most up-to-date 
from the Metro portal as a KMZ file. KMZ file was unzipped, converted to a shapefile with a ArcGIS 
toolbox utility, and layered with census tracts. With all data layered, the first set of criteria was applied 
for Phase I.  

 

 

 

 

 

STUDY 

The chart below describes the data used and the variables used in each phase: 
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Data Source Detail Phase I Phase II 

Census 
Tracts 

American 
FactFinder 

ACS 2007-2012 
Tracts 

Los Angeles County Los Angeles County 

ACS  Social-Explorer Modes of 
Transportation 

10% or more Public Transit 
and Walking Commuters 

20% or more Public 
Transit and Walking 
Commuters 

Bus/Rail 
Stations 

Metro LA County (All) 2 mile buffer zone 
surrounding each station 

1 mile buffer zone 
surrounding each station 

Bike 
Lanes 

Metro LA County (All) On bike lane On bike lane 

ACS Social-Explorer Age Not applied in this Phase 55% or more over 
between the ages 25-54 

Streets LA County GIS 
Data Portal 

LA County Streets 
surrounding Class 4 

Not applied in this Phase Not applied in this Phase 

Basemap ArcGIS World Reference 
Overlay 

Not applied in this Phase Not applied in this Phase 

 

Phase I 

Phase I is the compilation of the initial larger set of all possible proposed station data points. Since the 
system will work in collaboration with the existing Metro and bike lane systems, any area of a distance 
too far―two miles―to bike or walk from bus/train stations or bike lanes is not appropriate. This phase 
served to zone in on specific areas within the expanse of Los Angeles County.  

Phase I includes a two mile buffer zone around light rail and bus stations. At this stage, the buffer 
surrounding the bus stations entirely encompasses the rail stations, so the two-mile buffer is too large 
to allow for rail stations to impact the results. This limitation is mitigated in Phase II. 

Selection of census tracts with the attribute of 10% or more people commuting to work by walking or 
public transportation within the two-mile buffer zone shrinks the area of focus even further. Locating 
census tracts with 10% or more walking or public transit commuters is achieved by adding a new field to 
the attribute table, calculating the field for a total of walkers and public transit riders, and adding 
another field calculated by dividing the walking and public transit commuters by the total population.  

Intersecting the selected census tracts meeting the initial two criteria with the bike lanes, and setting 
the output to points resulted in the larger set of proposed bike share station locations. The study was 
not yet finished as some of the stations were too close together and not logically necessary within the 
same system. Phase I is composed of 605 total locations. 

 

Phase II 
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Phase II classifies the stations into four different categories. This phase includes all the same factors 
used in Phase I except for one additional factor and narrower scopes. Each station was awarded one 
point for fulfilling each criteria, resulting in four value-based classes.  

One point was awarded for being within a one-mile buffer zone of rail and bus stations. The buffer was 
decreased to differentiate the rail buffer zone from the bus station buffer. Keeping the bike share 
stations as close as possible to existing transit stations will encourage transit ridership and increase 
safety in transferring from transit to bike.  

Stations within census tracts of 20% or more walking or public transit riders received one point. An 
increase from 10% to 20% likely more specifically targets areas with higher demand and potential 
ridership.  

Stations within census tracts of 55% or more of the population ages 25-54 were awarded one point. 
Using 55% was effective in cutting down the number of stations and finding those that would be most 
critical to the system. As mentioned above, this age class represents the average bike commuter.  

Phase II resulted in four classes of stations which accumulated anywhere from zero to four points; 
described as Class 4: Most Suitable, Class 3: Highly Suitable, Class 2: Suitable , Class 1: Less Suitable and 
Class 0: Least Suitable. Below is each class described in detail.  

Class 4: Most Suitable 

There are sixteen total Class 4 stations. The majority were in or near the core of Downtown Los Angeles. 

Some neighborhoods on the outskirts of the core of downtown into which the Class 4 stations reached 

are Koreatown, Silverlake/Los Feliz, Hollywood, and Chinatown. This class is Most Suitable because it 

fulfills all four criteria for the study. Class 4 stations would serve well in a pilot program for the initial 

stages of bike share implementation. The map below shows a close up of Class 4 stations. Key streets 

were manually located and labeled on the Layout View in ArcGIS. 
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Image Courtesy of Cassandra Gogreve 

Class 3: Highly Suitable 

Class 3 includes 74 stations most of which are still mostly downtown and in the outskirts of downtown. 

Additional neighborhoods included in this class beyond those already included in Class 4 are Pasadena, 

North Hollywood, Long Beach, Palms and Mid-City area, West Hollywood, and the USC area. These 

stations would be appropriate to install as the pilot program is proven successful.  

Class 2: Suitable 

Class 2 includes 305 stations in the additional neighborhoods of Winnetka, Van Nuys, Venice, 

Westwood, Westlake, Harbor City, Huntington Park, Boyle Heights, Exposition Park, Leimert Park, 

Crenshaw, Westmont, Echo Park, Lincoln Heights, Cypress Park, Highland Park, and Montecito Heights. 

Class 1: Less Suitable 

Class 1 includes 206 stations and moved into some more suburban neighborhoods of the county. 

Additional neighborhoods covered by Class 2  include Walnut Park, Altadena, Sun Valley, Tarzana, Sun 

Valley, Reseda, Balboa Park, Mount Washington, South Gate, Culver City, Playa Vista, and El Sereno. 

Class 0: Least Suitable 
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Class 0 includes only four stations.  Although all of these stations fit into the original criteria they do not 

fit into any of the more stringent categories. If some additional variables are considered in future studies 

such as tourist locations, parks and beaches, these stations might be more suitable. The only major 

additional neighborhood covered by this class is Santa Monica. 

 

MAP DESIGN 

For the final map display the majority of data layers initially used to reach conclusions are hidden for 

visual clarity. Instead of using the lines, points, and polygons from the bike lane, metro system and 

census tract data, the ArcGIS World Reference Overlay basemap provides a simple, yet informative 

visual reference to geographically orient the viewer based on neighborhoods, major streets and 

interstates. In order to emphasize the study’s focus on Los Angeles County, there is a subtle green 

polygon layer expanding across the entire county.  

The green polygon layer contrasts well with a brick red and orange color scale for the proposed station 

points. Since there are many points to visualize and contrast, symbolizing points with graduated colors 

rather than graduated symbols is appropriate. The color scale is adjusted to range from pure white to a 

dark brick red. Brick red likely has less political and cultural meaning than a pure red color. The brick red 

is visually powerful on top of the green Los Angeles County layer and also as the darkest and warmest 

color. To insure that the red Class 4 points appear as complete symbols on top of all the other proposed 

station points, a copy of the initial layer made to symbolize only the red Class 4 points is placed on top of 

the initial layer. All the points have a black boundary line to increase figure.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Locations that should be implemented for a pilot program are represented by the Class 4: Most Suitable 

stations. After an initial test for popularity, suitability, ridership, and safety, some of the Class 3: Highly 

Suitable stations can be implemented, then Class 2: Suitable, Class 1: Less Suitable, and Class 0: Least 

Suitable subsequently. For instance, the initial pilot program will be mostly contained by Downtown Los 

Angeles and as the program expands, areas such as East Los Angeles will have local access to the system 

through Class 2 and Class 3 stations. The result will be a countywide public bike share system to work in 

conjunction with the Metro countrywide public transit system.  
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Image courtesy of Cassandra Gogreve. 

This study is successful in revealing specific locations for bike share station locations that will suit the 

needs of the average bike commuter in Los Angeles County. Although the variables considered for this 

study are important, there are several other essential variables that will be necessary to consider prior 

to complete implementation of this program. Some of these variables include: crime rates, safety, street 

width, proposed bike lane expansion, proposed rail and bus expansion, ideal station proximity (how 

close the stations should be to one another), poverty rates, existing bike commuter demand for bike 

share, public opinion, major destinations, and major public spaces and parks. Also, a study by Intelligent 

Energy Europe (IEE) asserts that universities should be considered as ideal station locations for bike 

share pilot programs (IEE, 2009).  

An area of concern in this study is that all stations in Santa Monica are Class 0: Least Suitable. As 

discussed earlier, the City of Santa Monica has proven a demand for bike share and is currently 

establishing a program. Therefore, Santa Monica is likely a suitable area for bike share locations. This 

study’s lack of identifying any stations in Santa Monica reveals a significant limitation, likely due to the 

exclusion of major destinations and public spaces. However, including that data would likely expand the 

study to include tourism and recreational used rather than strictly commuting.  

Los Angeles is a city ready for a bike share program. Programs in other cities and informative surveys can 

help inform Metro on locating the appropriate locations to maximize efficiency and efficacy for public 

transit commuters and otherwise.  
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